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RRID:SCR_004193  
Type: Tool

**Proper Citation**

One Mind Biospecimen Bank Listing (RRID:SCR_004193)

**Resource Information**

**URL:** [https://neuinfo.org/about/sources/nlx_143622-1](https://neuinfo.org/about/sources/nlx_143622-1)

**Proper Citation:** One Mind Biospecimen Bank Listing (RRID:SCR_004193)

**Description:** International registry of biomaterial supply resources both for transplantation and research. Contributions to this resource are welcome. The database is searchable through NIF and is updated regularly.

**Abbreviations:** One Mind Biobanks, One Mind Biobank

**Synonyms:** One Mind: One Voice Bio-repository Cosmic Landscape, One Mind Biospecimen Banks

**Resource Type:** cell repository, material resource, biomaterial supply resource

**Keywords:** biorepository, bio-repository, database, registry, biobank, biospecimen, repository

**Availability:** The community can contribute to this resource, Data are licensed by their respective owners, Use and distribution is subject to the Terms of Use by the original resource

**Resource Name:** One Mind Biospecimen Bank Listing

**Resource ID:** SCR_004193

**Alternate IDs:** nlx_143622
Old URLs:
http://neuinfo.org/onemind/index.php?q=&b=0&r=20

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for One Mind Biospecimen Bank Listing.

No alerts have been found for One Mind Biospecimen Bank Listing.

Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics

We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.